Let G be a finite soluble group and let 0(G) be the largest normal //■-subgroup of G, In [4] Ito obtains conditions under which one can find two p-Sylow subgroups of G, say P and Q, such that P O Q = 0 AG). Some of these conditions are:
(1) p is an odd non'Mersenne prime.
(2) The order \G\ is odd.
(3) p --■ 2, and \G\ is not divisible by any Fermat prime, nor by any prime = 3 (mod 4).
(The other conditions in [4] relate to the structure of a Sylow p-subgroup of G,)
The object of this note is to replace (3) by the following weaker condition.
(3a) p -2, and \G\ is not divisible by any Fermat or Mersenne prime.
Proof.
We imitate Ito's proof. Proceeding by induction one can, just as in [4] , reduce to the case where G = PN, P being a 2=Sylow subgroup of G, N the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, and \N\ -qm for some odd prime q (in particular, 0 (G) = l). In this situation, to make the induction step possible, we need to prove the following statement:
There exist 3 non-P-conjugate elements of N, re., n2 and re,, such that P C\n7lPn.-^ 1.
l
Notice that P C\ n~ Pn -C p(n) for any re £ N, Still proceeding as in [4] , we can assume that P is nonabelian and does not contain any normal four-group. By [3, III. 7.6], P has a cyclic subgroup of index 2. Since the group (a, b\a2k = b2 = 1, b~ lab = a1*2**" ') contains the normal four-group (a2 b), P is either dihedral, generalized quaternion or quasi-dihedral.
Let \P\ = 2k.
Case 1. P is generalized quaternion. Let z be the unique involution of P. Since z 4 Z(G) and P is a maximal subgroup of G, we get P = C^iz).
Received by the editors December 19, 1974. Case 2. P is dihedral or quasi-dihedral. Now let z be the unique central involution of P, and let /; be any other involution. The example at the end of [4] shows that the restriction regarding group of G For each prime p||G|, let C = CG(0 , (F(G))), and let S be any /7-SyIow subgroup of 6*. Then it is known that 5 = 11 S is an injector of G. If we have, for each p, a />-Sylow subgroup R of (. such that S D F = 0(G). then Ii ILK is also an injector and S n R -F(G). Since P p p p i C A G we have 0.(C)-C n O^(G') 0(C), so one can apply Ito's and P P P p P P rr ' our results to get G contains two nilpotent injectors, R and S, such that R n S -F(G), provided at least one of the following is satisfied'.
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